FAMILY SHEET AMSON ABRAHAM ILLICH OF SCHOPFLOCH
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family names were only adopted ca 1813

AMSON ABRAHAM ILLICH
trader in Schopfloch
born 4 May 1788 Schopfloch, died 26 Nov 1859 Schopfloch
parents = Abraham Juda Illich + wife Rechel  (A)
moved ca 1817

SPRINZ GRUENSFELDER
born 21 May 1790 Schopfloch, died ?
parents = Goetz Jacob + Berl Gruensfelder

CHILDREN (all born in Munich):

(01) KUSEL 02 Jun 1824 - ?
(02) LAZARUS 18 Jul 1826 - ?
(03) SIMON 21 Dec 1828 - ?
(04) MEIER 08 Jul 1830 - ?

(05) BABET (born Berl) 03 May 1835 - ?
moved 17 Jul 1859
Gerson Hirsch
born 1828 in Ichenhausen ?
a widower
master roper in Roth (Central Franconia)

(A) Abraham Juda (born 10 Oct 1757 - died after 1802) was a teacher in Feuchtwangen but settled in Schopfloch before 1780 - his wife Rechel was born 7 Sep 1772. Besides Amson they had a son Juda (born 16 Aug 1784).